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About This Game

Rush to Adventure is a retro fantasy speedrunning adventure. Inspired by classic NES titles like Zelda, Mario and Castlevania.
You awaken on the shore of a cursed island. Your only way off the island is to fight the monsters and lift the curse.

Exploration and action

The game is divided into two parts. You explore the non-linear island in a top-down view. This is where you talk to islanders,
visit shops etc. The levels are played as a side-scrolling platformer. You must reach the end of the level or fight a boss to unlock

more parts of the island.

Adventure and speedrunning

Slay monsters to gain xp and level up. Collect coins to buy items and weapons. At the end of each level you are scored and
receive a rank. Play for the adventure or replay levels for better times and higher scores, to improve your rank.

 Highly replayable through ranking system and 4 difficulties

 41 levels (6 types: fields, forest, cave, tower, graveyard and temple)
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 5 golem mini-bosses and 4 bosses

 9 high quality retro NES style songs

 14 different swords, shields and armors

 4 attributes to level up (strength, health, stamina and speed)

 3 unlockable abilities (Dive Attack, Power Attack and Sprint)

 8-bit NES style graphics and gameplay
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Title: Rush to Adventure
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie, RPG
Developer:
Digital Awakening
Publisher:
Digital Awakening
Release Date: 11 Sep, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP SP2 or better

Processor: Intel Celeron / Athlon Sempron or better

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: Open GL 2.0 compatible or better

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 25 MB available space

English
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Fun Game But Needs LOTS OF DEVELOPMENT!. So nice I bought it twice!. This made my parents love me again. Very well
put together program. Has the windows 8 look which I don't mind but could you please add the ability to record a portion of the
screen instead of just games with direct x or the whole screen. To get around this problem I use borderless gaming.. I'm still
playing this currently since it released today, and so far in my opinion, its an overall very fun and suprisingly scary VIVE game!
Hoping to see more content, more gore, and more CLOWNS especially. I also hope the game will have more polished
movement mechanics for the mobs trying to kill you; It seems like when mobs spawn right now they all move identically and
almost in unison. But it's in EA right now of course so I'm not complaining. Overall I would highly recommend this game if
you're a person who likes horror games in general. A++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ ;-). Every time I try finish
recording something the file is still in use. I always close out everything that it can possibly be using. I restart my computer and
then the file cant be launched. Its getting me very fustrated. Can anybody help me out?
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Great little engine you need an imagination to put something together with this product and must think outside the box
This game engine if you choose to give it a chance forces you to look at your ideas in a more simplistic manner.
Mind you this is not a heavy duty engine it is a light hobbyist engine

I have enjoyed this program put over 200 hr on the clock and have had the engine from the start. learned a lot about how to
make games from concept to exporting to exe. Beyond that it has now been helping me flush out ideas in prototypes for other
projects with more powerful game engines like C2 and Unity
The engine is a challenge to work with and that is what I have always liked about it!!
The only Cons is Platfinity Only supports Windows platforms for exporting it would have been nice to put games on other
platforms like cell phones or tablets.
Last - Platfinity has been an Awesome Experience for me and I will consider it a Memorable Powerful Little Game Engine...

. was worth the $1.99? probably not did I still get it? yes. best thing ever

i farm every time i play a game unless its co op but this just makes me want to farm more because of the amazing candy skin

if you like to farm, and want to spice things up, get this. i've played all of the ravenhearst games and each is as good as the last.
this one is challenging and entertaining with a gripping storyline to it that will keep players on the game for hours on end to
continue the mystery to its finale.. Can't really recommend this game if you find it cheap and just want something to kill time
sure not a bad game but you have to do soo much stuff your self there is no co-op nor will there be the only AI is the train truck
and ship coming in and out you have to operate everything your self with gets repetitive and boring there isn't even any NPC's
walking around to give the game more of a better look besides 2 guys standing doing nothing graphics are a bit on the low side
the cranes are easy to use though poor physics also really bad hit box if you brake one for pushing a crane slightly to hard it
shatters in a cloud of dust and you lose the whole shipment so if you had 6 containers from 1 work order and brakes entirely you
lose all 6 and a heavy fine to go with that you can also hit a light post on the yard and you damage your container by 100% so
you lose all the money for that container. As a simulation fan who enjoys operating vehicles and building my own base step by
step, I can definitely say that FS2015 provided what I was looking for. Having a great time with the sim and looking forward to
the new release.

=================================

Pros

- Huge variety of licensed, nicely modeled and multi-functional vehicles
- Base building concept (=your farm)
- AI workers
- Variety of tasks
- Very relaxing and calm envrionment. Farming is indeed an ideal profession for simulating.
- Passionate and productive modding community (lots of new vehicles and maps)
- An ideal simulation for multiplayer
- Support for multiple controllers (I use logitech G27 wheel + Extreme 3D pro combo)

=================================

Cons

- Lack of TrackIR support
- No Steam Workshop support
- Sim development is slow. Community is doing a great job with vehicles. Developer should focus more on significant game
additions. For example mud physics/suspensions is a MUST. If it is difficult for MP, then it must be done for SP (Spintires is a
great example).
- Needs bigger maps and better graphics
- Also needs more objects/functions to develop your own farm
- Lack of high quality ambience elements (workers, active farms/fields operated by AI, people, traffic, etc). Maps feel
empty/deserted (Living cities and envrioenment in GTAV is a great example. It may be very difficult to reach this level but any
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improvement in this area would be welcome)

=================================

Media

- Screenshots 

=================================

Edit 1

My reply to  People Actually Play This? 

Although farming is the main theme in FS, you dont have to be in love with farms to enjoy this game. FS is a really good vehicle
simulation. So if you enjoy driving and operating vehicles, you`ll most probably enjoy FS a lot since it also gives you many
options to do so. On top of this, add base building and management layer as well. FS allows you to build your own combination
of vehicle/implement fleet around specific types of activities you wish to focus. Therefore every single person posting here has
a different farming experience. There are more than one way to do the same thing ! Initially FS looks very simple and plain but
underneath, it is a rich, complex and rewarding experience. In an age of endless combat/violence/crime games, FS is a much
needed digital heaven.. This game is like... really, really terrible. I hate giving bad reviews but even ignoring the borderline-
offensive stereotypes and extremely hammy dialogue - the puzzles themselves are super simple. I felt like I was playing a kids
game! The story was also pretty much non-sensical as well. Some of the art was nice... so it has that going for it lol. I really did
not find this game enjoyable. I purchased it with only one review written which was my mistake. The game is nothing more than
walking through a maze of doors solving a couple simple puzzles to get keys to the next maze of doors and on and on. No
interesting storyline to accompany you through the dread either. I found it to be a boring chore to play. In fact, I did not even
finish it due to lack of interest. Countless rooms of boredom. What is even more disturbing is that this game is actually on
Steam and costs money. I find this to be worse than downloading a virus. Stay away. Stay very far away.
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